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Full performance without emissions.
In many construction site situations, the use of electric construction machines and construction 
equipment is the ideal solution. Always, for example, when exhaust emissions and sound levels 
have to be kept as low as possible – whether in the inner city, sensitive environments such as in 
the area of kindergartens or hospitals or due to working at night. 

Wacker Neuson makes this as easy as possible for you: our zero emission portfolio ranges from 
the battery-powered rammer to the electric wheel loader. This way, you can operate an entire 
construction site today without direct exhaust emissions and with significantly reduced sound 
levels – without compromising performance. Ready to think differently? Then make the switch!

90%
Did you know? 
With the Wacker Neuson zero emission solutions, you can 
reduce CO2 emissions by up to 90%, including battery pro-
duction and power generation.
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YOUR DECLARATION 
OF INDEPENDENCE.
How can we contribute towards protecting our climate and 
health while continuing to work efficiently? Are changes 
related to the switch to alternative drive systems? And 
what compromises do I need to make with electric 
machines? 

For years, Wacker Neuson has been working on a quick 
and easy answer to these challenges, and found it: zero 
emission. The thinking behind this: where no exhaust 
emissions and almost no noise are generated in 
application, there is no need to review threshold values. 

And a technology that comes with no restrictions regarding 
efficiency and everyday usability will be adopted – actually 
achieving effects for everyone: users, contractors and the 
environment.

With a portfolio of close to 20 zero emission construction 
machines and equipment, our vision of the “emission-free 
construction site” has meanwhile become reality. We are 
continuing on this journey with a stream of new 
developments - so you can focus on your core business. 
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FIVE REASONS WHY 
IT’S WORTH SWITCHING.

Switch to green: because responsibility 
doesn’t end on the construction site.
Up to 90% reduction in CO2 emissions and no 
direct exhaust emissions on the construction site: 
this means zero emission machines make a 
valuable contribution to climate protection. There 
is also less stress in the construction site 
environment, as machine operation is very quiet 
and there is no risk of soil contamination, such as 
when refueling.

Switch to silence: because noise reduction 
pays off. 
Our zero emission products work at an extremely 
low noise level. 10 decibels less mean the sound 
level perceived is cut in half. The electric-powered 
construction machines by Wacker Neuson are 
even up to 20 decibels quieter than their 
conventional counterparts. Incidentally, this also 
has a tangible economic advantage, as there is 
often a requirement to work in noise-sensitive 
environments.

Switch to zero: because less is more.
The construction industry benefits even more 
extensively from electric drive systems than, for 
example, the automotive industry. This is 
because, compared with e-cars, the power of 
construction machines is far greater, and they are 
usually operating at full load. This way, the higher 
CO2 emissions during battery manufacturing are 
more quickly amortized. Besides, operators 
appreciate the lack of any exhaust emissions at all 
being created directly on the construction site, 
particularly in badly ventilated environments.

Switch to easy: because everything can be 
just that easy. 
Our zero emission products are easy and intuitive 
to operate and can be charged at any socket or 
used immediately with a charged battery. The 
construction equipment starts at the push of a 
button, in the truest sense of the word. Full 
performance is immediately available with all zero 
emission models - throughout an entire working 
day, without recharging.

Switch to economical: because zero 
emission belongs to the future.  
Electric motors are more efficient than combustion 
engines, as well as extremely low maintenance. 
This reduces energy and operating costs. The 
expanded spectrum of application also increases 
utilization and thus the efficiency of the machines. 
There are even financial advantages to reducing 
CO2, as the EU is already planning measures for 
greenhouse gas reduction, e.g. with a CO2 tax. 
Even from an economic point of view, there is no 
way around the electric drive system.
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WELCOME INSIDE.
On one kind of terrain, electric construction 
equipment isn’t just your first choice, it’s the only 
choice most of the time: that is, interiors. This is 
even truer in particularly sensitive environments, 
such as on a construction project for the National 
Garden Show in Erfurt. Here, the Danakil House, a 
desert and jungle house with exotic plants, was 
created using the zero emission machines. For this, 
almost all of Wacker Neuson’s electric fleet was put 
into application. 

The emission-free construction machines and equipment 
by Wacker Neuson not only work without exhaust 
emissions and extremely quietly, but are also easy to 
operate, deliver enough energy for a typical workday and 
score points even in confined work spaces thanks to their 
compact dimensions. 

When designing the Danakil House, a great variety of work 
steps had to be implemented for which the wide zero 
emission range was ideal: the mini-excavator EZ17e was 
responsible for the excavation work and moving natural 
stones. The electric wheel loader WL20e impressed with 
its versatility: equipped with a pallet fork, it served as a 
transport helper for plants and stone slabs. With a bucket 
of 0.2 cubic meters, it loaded the electric wheel dumper 
DW15e with earth. 

To prepare the paths in the Danakil house, the ground in 
particularly confined areas was compacted with a battery-
powered rammer. In larger areas, a battery-powered 
vibratory plate was put to use. This way, all the work was 
finished quickly and, especially, cleanly in the “green 
construction site” in both senses of the word. 
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SSSSSH!
How do you lay cables in the middle of a pedestrian zone 
without disturbing the residents? The astonishing 
answer: by working at night and in the early hours of the 
morning. The low-noise zero emission machines make 
70 possible – as they did on a completely emission-free 
construction site in Copenhagen. 

On the construction site, almost the entire zero emission 
portfolio by Wacker Neuson was put into application on 
excavating and filling, material transport and compaction. To 
have as little of an effect as possible on shop opening hours, 
work was mainly done at night. No problem with the whisper-
quiet electric drive systems. 

First, the paving stones were broken up with the fully electric 
Zero Tail excavator EZ17e; then soil was excavated. The 
excavated material was transported away using the electric 
wheel dumper DW15e with a payload of 1.5 metric tons. The 
wheel loader WL20e was also used for material transport on 
the construction site. After the cables were laid, the ground 
was finally compacted with the vibratory plate AP1850e and 
the battery-powered rammer AS50e. Incidentally, both are 
operated with the same lithium-ion battery, which is deployable 
as a module and can be changed in no time. 

Thus, the businesses in Copenhagen could keep running, the 
residents could sleep and the cables – almost unnoticeably – 
could be laid. A nice confirmation of this: the city of 
Copenhagen’s noise measurements were unable to record 
noise emissions of any kind produced by the zero emission 
products – only garbage trucks with conventional engines 
driving past produced measurable values.

* All decibel values in this brochure state the emission sound pressure level 
(LpA). This states the sound level of the equipment at the place of work 
directly assigned to it, for example in the cabin.
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There were plans for a building complex consisting of high-
rise residential buildings, an office building and a hotel. 
Emission-free alternatives were relied upon for concrete and 
soil compaction, breaking, demolition, digging and 
transporting: internal vibrators, vibratory rammers, plates, 
dumpers and mini-excavators by Wacker Neuson 
demonstrated that they have just as much power as 
conventional machines while also protecting operators and 
the construction site environment. 

The compact and maneuverable Zero Tail excavator EZ17e 
was ideal for excavation work. The battery is charged at a 
household socket or by quick-charging with high-voltage 
current in only four hours. Thanks to its generous battery 

capacity, the hydraulic functions are available for an entire 
workday long at full output. Likewise, the electric dumper 
DW15e was also impressive. It is equipped with one electric 
motor for the drive system and another for the work 
hydraulics, in order to take on output as required and 
minimize energy consumption. Meanwhile, it never gets 
louder than 60 dB(A)*, the equivalent to normal room volume. 

Particularly practical: along with the battery-powered 
rammers and vibratory plates, the electric internal vibrator can 
also use the same lithium-ion battery for concrete 
consolidation. This saves investment costs as well as 
transport costs – not just in Vienna. 

IMPRESSIVE 
IN PRACTICE.
Are battery-powered tools only for special applications? Far from it! On a major construction site in Vienna, the 
battery-powered compaction equipment and compact electric machines by Wacker Neuson are proving that they 
too are perfectly suited for daily practical use. 
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COMPACTION  
WITHOUT EMISSIONS. 
As the worldwide market leader in the area of compaction, Wacker Neuson has the perfect equipment for 
every kind of soil compaction – including emission-free solutions. How does this work in practice? Like here on 
a construction site in the Munich inner city. 

District cooling installations: a typical major construction 
site in the inner city. The compaction machines by 
Wacker Neuson are always along. Next to the three 
battery-powered rammers, Wacker Neuson also has six 
electric vibratory plates in the zero emission portfolio. All of 
them have one thing in common: they are powered by the 
same ultra-modern lithium-ion rechargeable battery. It is 
designed for the tough everyday work on construction 

sites: impact-proof, dirt-resistant and with a running time 
sufficient for all typical activities on a workday. 

The modular battery system has many advantages: 
batteries can be changed tool-free in no time. And even if 
there’s more to do, the battery can be easily charged on 
the midday break, or keep working with a second battery. 

 #switchtoeasy 

Standard battery charger

System boxes from 
Systainer: quick charging 

box and transport box

6x
Battery-powered 

platesBattery

ACBe

IEe

3x
Battery-powered 

rammers
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ELECTRIC  
IS WORTH IT. 
Our zero emission machines impress in many areas – even 
costs. 

Lower energy costs: electric motors are considerably 
more efficient than combustion engines. In practice, this 
means: energy savings of up to 65% on battery-powered 
rammers and up to 75% with our compact machines. 

Lower maintenance costs: our time-tested and proven 
electric motors are extremely low-maintenance. Many 
typical maintenance tasks familiar from combustion 

engines are completely eliminated, such as changing 
V-belts, engine oil or coolant. This allows maintenance 
intervals to be extended. 

Cost-saving battery solution: the battery system 
developed by Wacker Neuson can be used in many 
different machines and changed with a few easy steps. 
This saves you investment costs. 

Wider spectrum of application: electric machines can 
also be used in noise- and exhaust-sensitive environments. 
You can secure additional lucrative orders this way and 
your machines are better utilized. 

The higher procurement price is quickly amortized. So it’s 
worthwhile to be on the move electrically! 

Did you know?
Purchasing electrically-driven equipment 
machines is often eligible for financial awards 
or grants. Find out more from your local sales 
partner!

Compare the costs here: 
www.wackerneuson.com/tco



Electric excavators: prepared for anything. 

Electric wheel dumpers: material transport 
with a soft tread. Electric track dumpers: leave the wheelbarrow at home. 

Electric wheel loader: does everything, missing nothing. 

Battery-powered vibratory plates, AP series: three real economic wonders. 

Battery-powered vibratory plates, APS series: precision and attention to detail. 

Battery converter backpack: goodbye to long cables. 

Unit4 ACBe

Output performance kw 0.79

Charging time, standard/fast battery 
charger

min 90 /55

Battery running time1 h Up to 2

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % Up to 81

Sound levels reduced by** dB 20

Operating weight kg 10

Battery-powered rammers: from the inventor of the original. 
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Off-road capable thanks to articulated 
pendulum joint, quiet thanks to 
electric motors and enduring thanks 
to energy recovery – you’re 
welcome! 

Our electric track dumpers take on 
material transport in interiors and 
noise-sensitive areas.

Unit DW15e

Output of drive system/work hydraulics kW 6.5/8.5

Battery capacity kWh 14.4

Battery charging time h 8

Battery running time1 h 6.5

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 90

Sound levels reduced by** dB 20

Unit DT10e

Battery capacity kWh 7.3

Battery charging time h 7.5

Battery running time1 h 8

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 82

Sound levels reduced by** dB 14

Our wheel loaders have been versatile forever. Now they are also 
expanding your spectrum of application. And without sacrificing 
performance. 

Unit WL20e

Power of drive system/work hydraulics kW 6.5 /9

Battery capacity kWh 14.9

Battery charging time h 6 to 8

Battery running time1 h Up to 5

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 93

Sound levels reduced by** dB 9

Our battery-powered internal 
vibrator can be easily 
connected to the battery-
powered converter backpack 
ACBe, thus making concrete 
consolidation completely 
mobile. 

Maintenance-free electric motor, up to 50% less energy costs and starts with a push of a button: 
compaction doesn’t get any more comfortable or affordable. 

Unit3 AP1840e AP1850e AP2560e

Charging time, standard/fast battery 
charger

h 4.6 /1.87 4.6 /1.87 4.6 /1.87

Battery running time2 min 84 84 55

Range per battery charge2 m2 910 1,135 695

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 43 43 53 AP2560e
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1 Running time varies depending on the type of application.
2 Average reference value; the actual value can vary depending on application conditions.
3 All information refers to the battery model BP1400.
4 Information refers to the battery model BP500.

*  CO2 emissions over the entire service life, directly and indirectly, thus including 
battery production and power generation (EU mix) compared with a conventional 
product in the same class.

**  All decibel values in this brochure state the emission sound pressure level (LpA). 
This states the sound level of the equipment at the place of work directly 
assigned to it, for example in the cabin.

The APS series is distinguished by its outstanding guiding characteristics – for outstanding 
compaction results all the way to the curb. 

Unit3 APS1030e APS1135e APS1340e

Charging time, standard/fast battery 
charger

h 4.6 /1.87 4.6 /1.87 4.6/ 1.87

Battery running time2 min 90 90 90

Range per battery charge2 m2 700 820 940

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 62 62 62
APS1340e

Our vibratory rammers are writing history once more: compacting at full output, but without 
emissions – an invaluable advantage, especially in trenches. 

Unit3 AS30e AS50e AS60e

Charging time, standard/fast battery 
charger

h 4.6 /1.87 4.6/ 1.87 4.6 /1.87

Battery running time2 min 70 40 30

Range per battery charge2 m 770 460 365

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 65 60 60 AS60e

Unit EZ17e

Battery capacity kWh 23.4

Battery charging time 
110 V / 230 V / 400 V

h 15 / 7.5 /4

Battery running time1 h 7.5

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 81

Sound levels reduced by** dB 9

Unit 803 dualpower

Engine output kW 9.9

Reduction of CO2 emissions* % 62

Our mini-excavator 803 with diesel engine can also be operated 
emission-free with an electro-hydraulic HPU power unit.

Our mini-excavators can do more than 
operate electrically: for example, 
without rear projection, working directly 
at walls or operating stationary directly 
at the plug receptacle.
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zero emission series

Convinced?  
Then contact us today and test our zero 

emission solutions on your construction site!

wackerneuson.com/zeroemission

3x battery-powered rammers 1x electric wheel loader

1x battery converter backpack2x electric excavators
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2x electric dumpers6x battery-powered vibratory plates


